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WattStopper’s revolutionary
family of wireless radio
frequency (RF) lighting control
products facilitates energy
savings through single-button

control, with the added advantages of dimming and scene
control. Wireless Miro features one-touch system control, preset
dimming, remote control of lighting, plug loads, screens, shades,
fans and more.

Matching wired (non-RF) products, including dimmers and
fan controllers, are available for locations that do not require
wireless remote control.
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Simple one-touch
control of lighting
and plug loads
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Wireless Miro
is easy to install
and operate

Wireless Miro is the easiest and most cost
effective scene control or whole house system to
specify, install, operate and expand. It even fits
where other controls can’t, replacing switches
without any rewiring.

Miro is ideal for applications ranging from
offices or meeting rooms to lobbies, restaurants,
galleries, hotels, houses of worship, residences
and more. Wireless Miro delivers convenient,
easy-to-use control:

n

One-touch system ON/OFF

n

Dims energy-efficient sources including
fluorescents and LEDs

n

Coordinated control of lamps, ceiling fans,
shades and small appliances

n
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Group, room and house level control
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n

Frequency-agile RF wireless communications
instead of control wiring

n 	Integration with systems including AV,
security, energy and home automation
n

UL listed with five year warranty

n

Winner of Electronic House Product of the
Year
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Wireless RF communications
Wireless Miro uses a revolutionary RF
(radio frequency) communications protocol
(Topdog™) broadcast over the 900 MHz band
to create a fast, reliable and invisible control
network. Topdog is up to 1,000 times faster
than power line technologies.

Frequency-agile Miro devices exchange
messages over the clearest channels, and
validate messages using sophisticated error
checking, to prevent interference from other
900MHz equipment. A unique, automatically
assigned, ‘house ID’ ensures that devices
will not communicate with neighboring Miro
installations.

Miro styling
Decorator styling ensures that Miro
devices fit and blend with other
wall box devices, whether installed
in the same box, or simply in close
proximity. All of the wall box products
described in this guide fit a standard
decorator opening.
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Discover the
benefits

of Miro

Flexibility and scalability
Miro features distributed intelligence, with
processing power in each device. There’s no
expensive central panel. Because scene memory
is stored in the dimmers and switches, Miro is
completely scalable.
Users can add to a Miro network over time, or
reconfigure an existing Miro system if their needs
change.

Lowest installed cost
With no panel, and no need for control wiring,
costs for materials and labor are reduced. Miro
can be installed and configured by any electrician,

Load Power Devices

integrator or DIYer and there’s no reason for factory
technicians to visit the site. Miro is easily the lowest
total cost, feature-for-feature, when compared with
traditional wired systems.

Scene Controllers

Key Fob
Dimmer
Fan Controller
In-wall Scene
Controller

Switch
Remote Scene
Controller
Lamp Module

Appliance Module

With Miro, each load is connected to a load power device. Scene Controllers and Multilocation Controllers
communicate with the load power devices over the RF network, and have no load limitations. No control
wiring is required.
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Miro dimmers save energy whenever the
lights are in use. One-touch off helps users

Miro dimmers save energy and extend lamp life
Increased lamp
Dimmed level
Energy saving
life
10%
10%
2x

save energy when lighting is not needed, by

25%

20%

4x

enabling control of a whole system from a

50%

40%

20x

single location.

75%

60%

>20x
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Simplified energy saving

Levels for convenient control
Miro’s unique hierarchical control structure
provides three levels of control for
unprecedented flexibility.

HOUSE

GROUP

ROOM

A house may contain practically any number
of Wireless Miro devices, groups and/or rooms.

A group may include any number of
load power devices and Multilocation
Controllers for multi-way control
A room may include any number
of load power devices and Room
Scene Controllers for control of
up to 15 scenes

ROOM

A room may include one
or more groups

GROUP

House Level Control

Group Level Control

Room Level Control

An entire installation may

Miro permits wireless full-

Any number of load power

be controlled from a single

function control of load

devices may be bound to

location for convenience and

power devices from as many

one or more room scene

energy savings.

locations as needed, and

controllers for wireless scene

eliminates the need for 3-way

control.

and 4-way traveler wires.
www.wattstopper.com
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Designing with
Wireless Miro

Specifying a Miro system is as easy as choosing
power devices for the loads, the right number
of controllers and, if needed, interfaces to
other systems. One Miro system may include
up to 1,023 devices and 127 rooms.
All Wireless Miro products are RF-enabled and
communicate among one another without any
control wiring. The wireless range in typical
installations is up to 100 feet, and can be
extended using repeaters.
Typical residential system layout

Family Room

House Scene
Remote
Master
Bedroom

Master Bath

Bedroom 4

Formal Dining
Study

Bathroom

Receptacle

Bedroom 3

Bedroom 2

Formal Living

Bathroom

Bathroom

Kitchen

Plug-in
Appliance
Module
Repeater
Multilocation
Controller

r
ste om
a
M dro
Be

Bathroom

Entry
Laundry

House
Scene
Controller

Miro house level control
devices (power devices not
shown)

House Scene
Remote

ath

Miro room level control
and power devices

B
ter

s
Ma

Dimmer, Fan Control,
Room Scene Controller

y

ud
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Plug-in
Lamp
Module
Receptacle

This image is for illustration purposes
only. It does not represent an actual
installation.

Garage
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1. Specify load power devices
Identify the loads you wish to control through the
Miro system. Load power devices are available to
dim or switch virtually any load, including lighting,
shades, fans and plug loads. And, Miro’s versatile
Universal Dimmers can dim most lighting loads.
Scene memory is stored in the load power devices.
These devices may be controlled remotely by
Multilocation and/or Scene Controllers.
Load power devices are wired to the loads just like
traditional devices.
2. Specify controllers
Scene Controllers simply recall 5 of the 15 room
scenes or 10 house scenes stored in the power
devices. No central processor is needed.

3. Create a schedule for the controllers
Specify how the devices should be bound and the
scenes configured. Since Miro is so easy to operate,
this can be done on the walk-through with the
client.

Controllers can communicate with any number of
power devices. There is no practical limit to the
number of control zones per room, or per system. It
is this versatility that makes Miro systems simple to
specify, expand or reconfigure.

4. Specify interfaces
Interfaces transmit signals from other controls and
building systems across the Wireless Miro network.
Integrating controls can save energy and simplify
operations.

Typical conference room layout
Light fixture legend

Room Scene
Remote

2000 Watt
Dimmer
(in Plenum)

0-10 V fluorescent pendent
controlled by DRLV1
High wattage downlights
controlled by MR2000
dimmer
Low voltage accent lighting
controlled by DRD4 dimmer

Dimmer, 0-10V Controller and
Multilocation Controller (bound
to MR2000)

Room
Scene
Controller

For code-compliant automatic-off control, add any
occupancy sensor and a Room Scene Interface
www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585
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Wireless RF
load power devices
Catalog #

Wireless RF controllers
and interfaces

Description

Page

DRD4-A
DRD4-B
DRD4-I
DRD4-W

Universal dimmer
25 - 600W, 120V, 60Hz

H13-14

DRD2-A
DRD2-B
DRD2-I
DRD2-W

Two-wire dimmer
(incandescent only)
60 - 600W, 120V, 60Hz

H15-16

DRLV1-A
DRLV1-B
DRLV1-I
DRLV1-W

0-10V controller for dimming,
on/off or shade control
35 mA, 24VDC
requires power pack(s) *

Catalog #

Page

Multilocation controller
120V/277V, 60Hz

H25-26

In-wall room scene controller
120V/277V, 60Hz

H27-28

Remote room scene
controller

H27-28

In-wall house scene
controller
120V/277V, 60Hz

H29-30

Remote house scene
controller

H29-30

MKFOB

Key fob with visor clip

H31-32

MRR2-G

Repeater
Increases range, occupancy
emulation

H33-34

MRRC3-G

Room level scene interface

H35-36

MRHC3-G

House level scene interface

H35-36

MRIR1

IR interface

H37-38

MR232-G

RS232 serial interface

H39-40

MSC-100

Astronomic time clock

H41-42

DRD8-A V2
DRD8-B V2
DRD8-I V2
DRD8-W V2
DRD6-A V2
DRD6-B V2
DRD6-I V2
DRD6-W V2
MRH6-G

H17-18

3 AAA batteries included

DRD5-A V2
DRD5-B V2
DRD5-I V2
DRD5-W V2
MRH5-G

ROOM REMOTE

DRD3-A V2 Switch for on/off control
H19-20
DRD3-B V2 1500W @ 120V, 3000W @ 277V;
DRD3-I V2 60Hz
NEW!
DRD3-W V2
DRD9-A
DRD9-B
DRD9-I
DRD9-W

Fan controller
1.5A, 120V, 60Hz

H19-20

MRP6-W

Plug-in dimming module
25 - 300W, 120V, 60Hz

H21-22

MRP7-W

Plug-in switch module
800W, 120V, 60Hz

H21-22

2000W universal remote
dimmer
100VA - 2000VA @120V,
200VA - 4432VA @ 277V; 60Hz

H23-24

MR2000

Description

3 AAA batteries included

HOUSE REMOTE

3V lithium battery included

OFF
House

Room

1
4
7
10
13

On

2
5
8
11
14

Fade

1

3
6
9
12
15
Fade

Neutral required for all wall box devices, except Twowire Dimmers. Universal Dimmers are recommended for
all dimming applications except where a neutral is not
present.
* Use BZ series power pack for low voltage dimming or
switching applications. Use A120C-P and S120/277/347E-P
power packs for shade control.

SC100
ln 4

Com5

ln 3
ln 2
ln 1
Rtn
Rtn
Rtn

Com4

UP/
ON

Power
Service

Com3
Com2
Com1

Comm.

DOWN/
OFF

Error

Rtn
Tx

PREV.
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Cnl3

Pwr-

NEXT ENTER

Pwr+

J3

Plug-in
Port
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Cnl4

Cnl1

MENU

J2

Wall plates must be ordered separately.

Cnl5

Cnl2

Rx
Net A
Net B

Expansion
Port

Catalog #

Description

Page

Wall
plates
Catalog #

Page H53

Description

DPP1-A
DPP1-B
DPP1-I
DPP1-W

Single Gang Plate

2-Gang Plate

DCD267-A Universal dimmer
DCD267-B 25 - 600W, 120V, 60Hz
DCD267-I
DCD267-W

H45-46

DCD26-A
DCD26-B
DCD26-I
DCD26-W

Two-wire dimmer
(incandescent only)
40 - 600W, 120V, 60Hz

H47-48

DCF8-A
DCF8-B
DCF8-I
DCF8-W

Fan controller
1.5A, 120V, 60Hz

H49-50

DPP2-A
DPP2-B
DPP2-I
DPP2-W

3-Gang Plate

DCD68-A
DCD68-B
DCD68-I
DCD68-W

Multilocation controller
120V, 60Hz

H45-46
H47-48

DPP3-A
DPP3-B
DPP3-I
DPP3-W

DCLV1-A
DCLV1-B
DCLV1-I
DCLV1-W

0-10V controller for dimming,
on/off or shade control
35 mA, 24VDC
requires power pack(s) *

H51-52

DPP4-A
DPP4-B
DPP4-I
DPP4-W

4-Gang Plate

DPP5-A
DPP5-B
DPP5-I
DPP5-W

5-Gang Plate

DPP6-A
DPP6-B
DPP6-I
DPP6-W

6-Gang Plate

NEW!

Wired devices operate similarly to Wireless Miro devices but
are not RF enabled and do not respond to scene controllers.
* Use BZ series power pack for low voltage dimming or
switching applications. Use A120C-P and S120/277/347E-P
power packs for shade control.
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Wired (non-RF) dimmers
and controllers

Dimmer derating

The maximum load for each dimmer is determined by the type of load and the presence of other dimmers, or fan controllers, in a multi-gang installation. Limit
loads on dimmers as shown below. Do not mix different load types on one dimmer.
600 watt dimmers

Plastic or metal back box

Load Type

Single Dimmer

Dimmer at end of multi-gang

Dimmer in middle of multi-gang

Incandescent/quartz halogen

600W

500W

400W

ELV (forward phase compatible), MLV, cold cathode/neon,
two-wire fluorescent (Advance Mark 10 or equivalent)

500W

400W

300W

Specify color when ordering:

-A for Light Almond

-B for Black

Light
Almond

Black

-I for Ivory
Ivory

-W for White
White

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585
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Versatile load power devices including
Dimmers, Switches, Low Voltage
Controller and Fan Controller
 Exclusive Universal Dimmers operate most dimmable load types
(incandescent, MLV, ELV, neon/cold cathode, fluorescent, LED)
 Plug-in modules enable floor and table lamps to be included
in scenes, and permit one-touch off of phantom loads
 Controller for 0-10V fluorescents and LEDs, or line voltage
shade motors; includes occupancy sensor input
 Dimmers designed for convenience and longevity:
•

Ability for true multi-way dimming control

•

Patented overload and short circuit protection

•

Default 2 second fade rate

•

Last level recall (preset)

•

Soft start circuitry to extend lamp life

•

16-bit fade engine for smooth fades

•

Surge protection to 6,000 volts

•

Square law dimming curve

•

Long life status/locator LED

•

Air gap switch for safe relamping

W i r e l e ss L i ght i ng controls

Miro wireless RF devices

Multilocation and Scene Controllers
provide wireless remote control
 Multilocation Controllers for full dimming control including
last level recall and group raise/lower
 Room and House Scene Controllers available in wall mount
and battery-powered remote models
 Scene Controllers include preprinted scene labels

Interfaces combine systems
 Allow Miro scenes to be recalled via contact closures, for
energy savings, security or convenience
 Facilitate integration with occupancty sensors and time clocks
 Allow control by an AV system via an infrared (IR) signal
 Allow system control via RS232
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Wireless Miro Decorator Universal Dimmers
Industry-exclusive universal
dimmer controls most load types

Controllable from multiple locations
over RF network; no control wiring

Last level recall

Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Fluorescent Mode

Wireless Miro Decorator Universal Dimmers are
power devices for coordinated operation of most
dimmable lighting loads. They drive incandescent, magnetic low voltage, electronic low voltage
(forward phase compatible), neon and cold-cathode, and dimmable two-wire linear and compact
fluorescent (Advance Mark 10 or equivalent) loads.
They also operate selected LED loads (contact the
manufacturer to determine compatibility). Wireless
dimmers allow seamless control of lighting loads
by Multilocation and Scene Controllers from an
unlimited number of locations without the need for
control wires.

Universal Dimmers have two dimming curves,
square law (default) and fluorescent, so that
various loads on different dimmers will perform
similarly. Fluorescent dimming is smooth, with
a typical low level of approximately 5% (consult
ballast manufacturer for specifics).

Operation
Users operate Miro dimmers by pressing up
or down on the paddle to raise or lower light
levels. They may also recall the preset light
level by tapping once on the paddle. Dimmers
may be bound to and controlled by Multilocation
Controllers, Room Controllers, House Controllers,
or other Wireless devices within RF range.

Features

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional
•  Large surface-mounted antenna ensures
maximum broadcast coverage
• Recalls last-used lighting level (preset)
•  Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes  
• Supports Panic mode operation
• Two-second fade rate (default)

H13

Optional fluorescent mode activates
second dimming curve
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Applications
Universal Dimmers offer a single product solution for multiple dimming requirements and are
recommended for all commercial, hospitality and
residential applications, except those without a
neutral wire at the dimmer location. This product
is ideal where control is required from multiple
locations or where scene control is desired as part
of a Wireless Miro system.

• Square law or fluorescent dimming curve
• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current
• Patented overload and short circuit protection
• Compatible with most load types
• Power failure restore to last-used level
• Long-life status LED
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Dimmer
Ratings

•
•
•
•

120 VAC; neutral required
Minimum load: 25 watts
900MHz radio, bidirectional
Dimensions:  2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 50.3mm) L x W x D; depth in wall
1.65” (41.9mm)

• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Dimmer derating

The maximum load for each dimmer is determined by the type of load and the presence of other dimmers, or fan controllers, in a
multi-gang installation. Limit loads on dimmers as shown below. Do not mix different load types on one dimmer.
600 watt dimmers

Installation &
Operation

Plastic or metal back box

Load Type

Single Dimmer

Dimmer at end
of multi-gang

Dimmer in middle
of multi-gang

Incandescent/quartz halogen

600W

500W

400W

ELV (forward phase compatible), MLV, cold cathode/neon, two-wire
fluorescent (Advance Mark 10 or equivalent)

500W

400W

300W

Wiring Diagram

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Operation

NEUTRAL
GND

1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = raise light level

LINE

LOAD

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold = reduce light level

Mounting dimmers in deep electrical boxes is recommended.
Radio Miro
Backbody
1 devices should be distributed
For optimal
performance,
Miro
* Universal
Dimmer If dimmers are clustered together, a
throughout
an application.
* Non-Dim
Repeater
should be installed nearby. See ClusteringTechNote
at www.wattstopper.com (http://www.wattstopper.com/
getdoc/2414/ClusteringTechNote.pdf, or search on “clustering.”

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description			

Voltage

DRD4-A

Light Almond

Wireless Miro Decorator Universal Dimmer

120 VAC

DRD4-B

Black

DRD4-I

Ivory

DRD4-W

White

Min Load Max Load
25W

600W*

*Subject to derating when more than 1 dimmer is ganged together or when using non-incandescent load types.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 23003 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Decorator Two-wire Dimmer
No neutral connection required;
controls incandescent loads

Controllable from multiple locations
over RF network; no control wiring

Last level recall

Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Wireless Remote Control

Wireless Miro Decorator Two-wire Dimmers
are power devices for coordinated operation of
incandescent and quartz halogen lighting loads.
Wireless dimmers allow seamless control of lighting loads by Multilocation and Scene Controllers
from an unlimited number of locations without the
need for control wires.

Wireless RF (radio frequency) control facilitates
3-, 4- and multi-way control, scene control and
whole house one-touch control for convenience
and energy saving. Wireless Miro Dimmers may
be bound to and controlled by any number of
Multilocation Controllers, Room Controllers,
House Controllers, or other Wireless devices
within RF range.

Operation
Users operate Miro dimmers by pressing up or
down on the paddle to raise or lower light levels.
They may also recall the preset light level by
tapping once on the paddle.

Features

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional
•  Large surface-mounted antenna ensures
maximum broadcast coverage
• Recalls last-used lighting level (preset)

Applications
Two-wire Dimmers are recommended for retrofit
applications where no neutral wire is available in
the switch box.

• Square law dimming curve
• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current
• Patented overload and short circuit protection

•  Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes  

• Compatible with incandescent and quartz
halogen loads

• Supports Panic mode operation

• Power failure restore to last-used level

• Two second fade rate (default)

• Long-life status LED
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

H15
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Dimmer
Ratings

•
•
•
•

Dimmer derating

The maximum load for each dimmer is determined by the presence of other dimmers, or fan controllers,
in a multi-gang installation. Limit loads on DRD2 dimmers as shown below.
600 watt dimmers

Installation &
Operation

• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

120 VAC; no neutral required
Minimum load: 60 watts
900MHz radio, bidirectional
Dimensions:  2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 50.3mm) L x W x D; depth in wall
1.65” (41.9mm)

Plastic or metal back box

Load Type

Single Dimmer

Dimmer at end of
multi-gang

Dimmer in middle
of multi-gang

Incandescent/quartz halogen

600W

500W

400W

Wiring Diagram

Operation

1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = raise light level

*1'

/2$'
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Specifications

/,1(
Wire Legend
Ground
Line

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold = reduce light level

Mounting dimmers in deep electrical boxes is recommended. For optimal performance, Miro devices should
be distributed throughout an application. If dimmers
are clustered together, a Repeater should be installed
nearby. See ClusteringTechNote at www.wattstopper.com (http://www.wattstopper.com/getdoc/2414/
ClusteringTechNote.pdf, or search on “clustering.”

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description			

Voltage

DRD2-A

Light Almond

Wireless Miro Decorator 2-wire Dimmer

120 VAC

DRD2-B

Black

(for incandescent loads only)

DRD2-I

Ivory

DRD2-W

White

Min Load Max Load
60W

600W*

*Subject to derating when more than 1 dimmer is ganged together.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 33501 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Decorator 0-10V Controller
Controls 0-10VDC lighting
loads or line voltage shades

Last level recall

Controllable from multiple
locations over RF network

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates

Long-life status LED
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Code-compliant Fluorescent Dimming

The Wireless Miro 0-10V Controller is a low voltage
(Class 2) device with two field-selectable modes of
operation. It may be included in a Miro RF network
for scene control. In dimming mode, it provides
a nominal 0-10VDC signal to smoothly dim up to
100 DC controlled fluorescent dimming ballasts
(Advance Mark 7, or equivalent) or compatible
LED systems. In shade control mode, it controls
line voltage shade motors (Somfy, or equivalent).
Auxiliary power pack(s) are required. Controller
includes a sensor input for automatic operation.

Fluorescent dimming is smooth, with a typical
low level of approximately 5% (consult ballast
manufacturer for specifics). When the controller
signal output drops to 0, the auxiliary relay
(WattStopper power pack) will turn the controlled
fixtures off after one to two seconds.

Operation

Features

H17

Input for optional occupancy
sensor or photosensor

www.wattstopper.com
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For code-compliant automatic-off lighting control,
an occupancy sensor input may be wired to the
controller. Both the sensor and the Controller may
be powered from a single power pack. Lighting will
fade on when the sensor detects occupancy and off
after the space has been vacated.

Users operate the Controller by pressing up or
down on the paddle to raise or lower light level or
shade position. They may also recall the preset
level by tapping the paddle. If installed, sensors
will fade lights on to the preset level and fade off,
based on occupancy. The Wireless 0-10V Controller
may be bound to and controlled by Multilocation
Controllers, Scene Controllers and other Wireless
devices within RF range. Only a fully up or down
shade state may be recorded in a scene.

Applications

• Enables 0-10VDC controllable fluorescent
lighting or LEDs to be included in Miro scenes

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Enables line voltage shades to be included in
Miro scenes

• Large surface-mounted antenna ensures
maximum broadcast coverage

• Sinks up to 50mA, to control up to 100 ballasts
wired in parallel (each ballast sourcing 0.5mA)

• Recalls last-used light level (preset)

• Controls two external maintained relays

• Two second fade rate (default)

• May be used for on/off lighting control

• Power failure restore to last-used level

Common applications include restaurants, offices,
conference and meeting spaces, training centers
and specialty stores. The Wireless Miro 0-10V
Controller is ideal where control is required from
multiple locations or where scene control is
desired as part of a Wireless Miro system.

• Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes

Installation &
Operation

• Dimensions: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 50.3mm) L x W x D; depth in wall
1.65” (41.9mm)
• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listing pending
• Five year warranty

• Input voltage: 24VDC, 35mA
• Control output for 0-10VDC ballasts:
Sinks up to 50mA; maximum voltage, 9.5VDC,
minimum voltage, 0.5VDC
• Two outputs for external maintained relays
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional

Wiring
Line

Line

Feed Through

Neutral

BZ
POWER
PACK

0-10V
DIMMING
BALLAST

White (Neutral)
Red (Load)

COMMON
0-10v
Red

Gray

Red

Gray

Black

BALLAST

24VDC
Black

Black

COMMON

Black
Blue

DRLV1

EXT RELAY 1

Blue

24VDC
COM

24VDC
SENSOR

DRLV1

GROUND

COMMON
OUTPUT

BALLAST

Red

24VDC

EXT RELAY 1

Red

Red

Red

0-10V

Blue

White

Violet
Violet

SENSOR

Blue
Blue

BZ
POWER
PACK

COMMON

Black

Feed Through

Neutral

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

GROUND

Wiring for on/off control of ballasts or other loads

Wiring for dimming control of 0-10V ballasts and
optional occupancy sensor
Line

Feed Through

Neutral

Product Controls

A120C-P (Black
S120E-P (Red)
Supply Line (Bla

See line voltage detail
A120C-P
Power Pack
(Master)

ROLLER SHADE

A120C-P
Power Pack
(Master)

S120/277/347E-P
Slave Pack

1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
press and hold = raise level

Red

Blue

Black

Red

Blue

White
24VDC

Black

1 tap = fade to OFF
press and hold = reduce level

Black
Blue
Yellow

COMMON
EXT RELAY 1
COMMON

DRLV1

A120C-P (White)
Supply Line (White)
Roller Shade (White)

EXT RELAY 2
GROUND

Wiring for control of MechoShade / Somfy motorized roller shades

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

DRLV1-A

Light Almond

DRLV1-B

Black

DRLV1-I

Ivory

DRLV1-W

White

Product Description		Input Voltage		

Wireless Miro Decorator 0-10V Controller

24VDC

NOTE: Must order power packs separately. Available in 120V or 277V.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 27601 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Decorator Switch and Fan Controller

Fan controller is factory-preset
with four speeds plus off

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless and standard
wall plates

Silent or ‘de-humming’ technology
for buzz-free fan operation
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Wireless Remote Control

The Wireless Miro Decorator Switch and Fan
Controller are power devices to coordinate operation of switched loads and ceiling fans with lighting
loads. They may be controlled by Multilocation and
Scene Controllers from an unlimited number of
locations without the need for control wires.

Wireless RF (radio frequency) control facilitates
3-, 4- and multi-way control, scene control and
whole house one-touch control for convenience
and energy saving. Wireless Miro Switches and
Fan Controllers may be bound to and controlled
by any number of Multilocation Controllers, Room
Controllers, House Controllers, or other Wireless
devices within RF range.

Operation
The Wireless Miro Switch uses a zero crossing
air-gap relay to operate lighting loads, motors and
appliances. The load is turned on or off by pressing
the Switch paddle up or down.
A Wireless Miro Fan Controller can operate two
ceiling fans from a single location. Fan speed may
be increased or decreased by pressing up or down
on the paddle, or by tapping one of five preset
pushbuttons that provide four speed choices
ranging from 25-100% and OFF. The previously
preset fan speed may be recalled by tapping once
on the paddle.

Features

Wireless Miro Switches and Fan Controllers may
be used when their loads are to be included in
a scene(s) with other Wireless Miro devices, or
when easy-to-install multi-way control is desired.
The Fan Controller is exclusively designed for use
with ceiling fans and should not be used to control:
lighting, receptacles or transformer-operated
devices; a fan and a light wired together on the
same load wire or in the same circuit as a GFCI
breaker or receptacle; or a fan that requires the
manufacturer’s fan speed controller.

• No control wiring necessary

• Fan Controller recalls last-used speed (preset)
• Patented overload and short-circuit protection

• Large, surface-mounted antenna ensures
maximum broadcast coverage

• Power failure restore to last-used speed or state

• Switches support Panic mode operation
www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

Applications

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

•   Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes

H19

Operate remotely using Multilocation
or Scene Controllers

Allow control of switched loads
and fans over RF network; no
control wiring

• Air gap switch (Fan Controller) or relay (Switch)
• Long-life status LED
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Wiring
Diagrams

• DRD3 V2: 120/277 VAC; neutral required
- 0-1500 W @ 120 VAC
- 0-3000 W @ 277 VAC
DRD9: 120 VAC; neutral required; 1.5A
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional
• Dimensions:
DRD3 V2: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.76” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 44.7mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.5”
(38.1mm)

Wiring for Switch

DRD9: 2.64” x 1.75” x 2.17” (67.1mm x 44.5mm x
55.2mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.86” (47.2mm)
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Wiring for Fan Controller
Load
Wires
LOAD

NEUTRAL
GND

GND
LINE

NEUT
LINE

LOAD

Wire Legend
Load (red)
Ground
Neutral (wht)
Line (blk)

ForRadio
optimalMiro
performance,
BackbodyMiro
1 devices should be distributed
throughout
an application.
* Universal
Dimmer If load power devices are clustered
together, a Repeater should be installed nearby. See
* Non-Dim
ClusteringTechNote at www.wattstopper.com (http://www.
wattstopper.com/getdoc/2414/ClusteringTechNote.pdf, or
search on “clustering.”

Operation

Switch Operation

Supply
Wires

Mounting in a deep electrical box
is recommended

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls
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Fan Controller Operation
Speed up

Tap once or press
and hold to turn
circuit on.

100%
50%

Tap once or press
and hold to turn
circuit off.

75%
25%

off

Slow down

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description		

DRD3-A V2

Light Almond

DRD3-B V2

Black

DRD3-I V2

Ivory

DRD3-W V2

White

DRD9-A

Light Almond

DRD9-B

Black

Wireless Miro Decorator Fan

DRD9-I

Ivory

Controller

DRD9-W

White

Wireless Miro Decorator Switch

Voltage

Max Load

120 VAC

1500W

277 VAC

3000W

120 VAC

1.5A

Min Load
N/A

N/A

Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 24303 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Plug-in Modules
Provides control of dimmable or
non-dimmable plug loads

300W Lamp Module dims
most lighting loads; features
last level recall

800W Appliance Module switches
lighting or motor loads; zero
crossing air gap relay

Auto-on feature powers load if
occupant turns switch on manually

Plugs into any grounded
120V outlet
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Wireless Remote Control

Wireless Miro Plug-in Modules are power devices
for coordinated operation of plug loads, such as
lamps and appliances, with hardwired loads. They
may be controlled by Multilocation and Scene
Controllers from an unlimited number of locations without the need for control wires. The Lamp
Module is a universal dimmer and drives incandescent, magnetic low voltage, electronic low voltage
(forward phase compatible), neon and cold-cathode, and dimmable two-wire fluorescent (Advance
Mark 10 or equivalent) loads. It also operates
selected LED loads (contact the manufacturer to
determine compatibility).

Wireles RF (radio frequency) control facilitates
multi-way control, scene control and whole house
one-touch control for convenience and energy
saving. Wireless Plug-in Modules may be bound
to and controlled by any number of Multilocation
Controllers, Room Controllers, House Controllers
or other Wireless devices within RF range.

Operation
Users may operate the Lamp Module by pressing the up or down buttons to raise or lower light
levels, and may also recall the preset light level
by tapping once on the up button. The Appliance
Module is operated by tapping the up and down
buttons to turn the load on or off. The Module’s
LED communicates binding and operational status.
A Multilocation Controller may be used for convenient control, especially with the Lamp Module.

Features

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

Applications
Use Lamp and Appliance Modules to integrate
a wide range of plug loads into a Wireless Miro
network. Lamp Modules may be used to add
dimming functionality to table, floor and task
lamps. These loads can also be included in room
and house scenes for one-touch scene control
when a space is occupied, and one-touch off when
it will be vacated. Appliance Modules can control
stereos, water features, televisions and phantom
loads, both for scene control and convenient onetouch off control to ensure energy savings. The
Seek function on a Remote Room Scene Controller
can be used to directly control individual Plug-in
Modules.

Lamp and Appliance Module:

Lamp Module only:

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Recalls last-used lighting level (preset)

•  Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes  

• Square law or fluorescent dimming curve

• Supports Panic mode operation

H21

Controllable from multiple
locations over RF network;
no control wiring

• Two second fade rate (default)

• Patented overload protection

• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current

• Power failure restore to last-used level or state

• Patented short circuit protection

• Long-life status LED

Wiring &
Controls

• 120 VAC; grounded outlet required
• MRP6: 25-300W dimmable load
MRP7: 800W or 1/8 Hp maximum load
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional
• Dimensions:  3.56” x 2.30” x 1.59”  (90.4mm x
58.4mm x 40.4mm) L x W x D

• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Connection to Loads
Plug-in Module
64 72 88 92 98 102 104 106

Tune Volume

Lamp

Table lamp with Wireless Lamp Module

Television with Wireless Appliance Module

Product Controls

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

The icon on the front
of the Plug-in Module
denotes its function:
Plug =

Appliance
Module
Lamp = Lamp Module

Application

Typical Application

ROOM EXAMPLE
A Lamp Module in conjunction
with1a Scene Controller provides
coordinated control of all lighting in a room. A Multilocation Controller
may be used for convenient individual dimming control of the Lamp
Module, but is not required.

Ordering
Information
Pub. No. 18004 rev. 11/2009

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description

MRP6-W

Warm White

Plug-in Lamp Module

MRP7-W

Warm White

Plug-in Appliance Module

Voltage
120 VAC

www.wattstopper.com | 8 0 0 . 8 7 9 . 8 5 8 5
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Wireless Miro 2000 Watt Universal Dimmer

Controllable from multiple locations
over RF network; no control wiring

Dual voltage (120/277 VAC)

Plenum-rated; mounts in 4”
square box

Last level recall

PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Fluorescent Mode

The Wireless Miro 2000W Universal Dimmer is a
high capacity power device for operating dimmable
lighting loads. It drives incandescent, magnetic
low voltage, electronic low voltage (forward phase
compatible), neon and cold-cathode, and dimmable two-wire linear and compact fluorescent
(Advance Mark 10 or equivalent) loads. It also
operates selected LED loads (contact the manufacturer to determine compatibility). Wireless
dimmers can be controlled by Multilocation and
Scene Controllers from an unlimited number of
locations without the need for control wires.

Universal dimmers have two dimming curves,
square law (default) and fluorescent, so that
various loads on different dimmers will perform
similarly. Fluorescent dimming is smooth, with
a typical low level of approximately 5% (consult
ballast manufacturer for specifics).

Dimmer Operation
Users may operate the Dimmer by pressing the up
or down buttons to raise or lower light levels, and
may also recall the preset light level by tapping
once on the up button. The Dimmer may be bound
to and controlled by Multilocation Controllers,
Scene Controllers, House Controllers and other
Wireless devices within RF range. The Dimmer’s
LED communicates binding and operational status.

Features

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

Applications
The Wireless Miro 2000W Dimmer is appropriate
for applications where the load exceeds the
capacity of Wireless wall box dimmers. The dual
voltage 2000W Dimmer is also used when 277V
loads are included in dimming scenes. Since the
Dimmer is typically mounted in an equipment
closet or plenum, a Multilocation Controller is
recommended for convenient control.
For optimal performance, Miro devices should be
distributed throughout an application. If dimmers
are clustered together, a Repeater should be
installed nearby. See ClusteringTechNote at
www.wattstopper.com for more information
(http://www.wattstopper.com/getdoc/2414/
ClusteringTechNote.pdf, or search on “clustering.”

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current

• Recalls last used lighting level (preset)

•  Compatible with most load types

•  Stores 15 room and 10 house scenes

• Power failure restore to last used level

• Supports Panic mode operation

• Long-life status LED

• Two second fade rate (default)

• Wall, plenum, or semi-recess mountable

• Square law or fluorescent dimming curve
H23

Optional fluorescent mode activates
second dimming curve

Industry-exclusive universal
dimmer controls most load types

•
•
•
•
•

Load Ratings

Mounting &
Wiring

• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-95% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Dual voltage 120/277 VAC; neutral required
Normally open air-gap relay at load output
Plenum-rated
900MHz radio, bidirectional
Dimensions: 4.92” x 4.92” x 3.78” (125mm x
125mm x 96mm) L x W x D

LOAD TYPE

120V

120V

277V

277V

Minimum Load

Maximum Load

Minimum Load

Maximum Load

Incandescent/Quartz halogen

100W

2000W

--

--

MLV

100VA

2000VA

200VA

4432VA

ELV (forward phase compatible)

100VA

2000VA

--

--

Neon/Cold cathode

100VA

2000VA

--

--

Two-wire fluorescent (linear or
compact, Advance Mark 10 or
equivalent)

100VA

2000VA

200VA

4432VA

Mounting

Wiring Diagram

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Wire Legend
Gr ound
Neutral
Line
Load

Mount the Miro 2000W dimmer vertically
and provide 6” clearance above and below
the dimmer for airflow. Requires 100 BTW/
hour ventilation. Backbox (4” x 2-1/8”) may be
surface or recess mounted. Extension (1-1/2”)
must extend out from the wall.

Operation &
Application

Product Controls

Load
Wires

Supply
Wires

Remote Mounting Application
Miro 2000 W Dimmer
Power

Dimmer
1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = raise
light level

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold =
reduces light level

Scene
Controller

Multilocation
Controller

This 2000W Miro Dimmer, mounted in the plenum,
is controlled wirelessly by the Multilocation
Controller and the Scene Controller.

Ordering
Information

Pub. No. 22002 rev. 11/2009

Catalog No.
MR2000

Product Description				

Voltage

Miro 2000W Dimmer

120/277 VAC

www.wattstopper.com | 8 0 0 . 8 7 9 . 8 5 8 5
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Wireless Miro Decorator Multilocation Controller
Controls Wireless Dimmers, Switches,
Plug-in Modules or Fan Controllers
from an unlimited number of locations

Long-life status LED

Operates over RF network; no
control wiring necessary

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates
PROJECT

LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Simplicity and Full Control

Wireless Miro Decorator Multilocation Controllers
offer convenient control from multiple access
points when used in conjunction with any Wireless
Miro Dimmer, Switch, Fan Controller, Plug-in
Module or 0-10V Controller.

Multilocation Controllers provides seamless multiway dimming without the wiring or operational
issues often associated with combining dimmers
and 3-way switches. Multilocation Controllers
provide full-function control of a grouped Dimmer
from an unlimited number of locations, and no
control wiring is needed.

Operation

Features

A Multilocation Controller is bound into a ‘group’
with one or more Wireless Miro devices. This links
the devices together so that each member of the
group controls all the grouped devices. When a
Multilocation Controller is grouped with a Miro
Dimmer it operates exactly like the Dimmer. Users
press up or down on the paddle to raise or lower
light levels or tap once on the paddle to recall
the preset light level. When grouped with a Miro
Switch, a Multilocation Controller provides on/off
control. A Multilocation Controller grouped with a
Fan Controller can turn the fan on or off, increase
or decrease its speed, or recall its previous speed.
Groups may also be bound into room and house
scenes.

Applications

• No control wiring necessary

•  Raises/lowers level of all grouped devices

• Topdog RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz bidirectional

• Two-second fade rate (default)

TM

•  Large surface-mounted antenna ensures
maximum broadcast coverage
• Recalls last-used light level (preset)

H25

Provides true multi-way dimming

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

Multilocation Controllers may be used wherever
additional points of control are desired for a given
load or group of loads, such as at either end of a
hallway or in rooms with multiple entrances. A
Multilocation Controller grouped with a Plug-in
Module provides a convenient way to control plug
loads from wall-mounted locations. Similarly, a
Multilocation Controller offers convenient control
of a remotely mounted 2000 Watt Dimmer.

• Accesses dimming level or fan speed from
multiple locations
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Wiring
& Operation

• 120/277 VAC; neutral required
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional
• Dimensions:  2.64” x 1.75” x 1.76” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 44.7mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.5”
(38.1mm)

Wiring Diagram

• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;  
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Operation
One tap =

last used light level or
fan speed

Two taps =

full output

Press & hold = raise light level or
increase fan speed

NEUT
GND

One tap =

fade to off

Press & hold = reduce light level or
decrease fan speed

LINE

SUPPLY
WIRE

Applications

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls
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Using Multilocation Controllers in Groups
GROUP
GROUP

Multilocation
Controller

Multilocation
Controller

Multilocation
Controller

Incandescent
Dimmer

LINE

All three devices are grouped together to provide fullfunction dimming control from three locations.

Catalog No.

LINE
NEUTRAL

NEUTRAL

Ordering
Information

Plug-in
Lamp
Module

Color		

DRD8-A V2

Light Almond

DRD8-B V2

Black

DRD8-I V2

Ivory

DRD8-W V2

White

Plug-in Modules often end up behind furniture.
Group any number of Lamp or Appliance Modules
with a wall mounted Multilocation Controller to
provide control where you want it.

Product Description					

Wireless Miro Decorator Multilocation Controller

Voltage

120/277 VAC

Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 24403 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Decorator Room Scene Controllers
Programs or recalls room scenes, adjusts
on/off settings and proportionally
raises/lowers light levels

Configuration lock prevents
tampering with programmed
scenes

Controls wireless devices over RF
network; no control wiring necessary

Battery-powered Remote Controller
or In-wall Controller

PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Additional Scene Ranges

As components of a Wireless Miro lighting control
system, Wireless Miro Decorator Room Scene
Controllers provide seamless, coordinated control
of numerous loads.

Wireless Miro supports up to 15 scenes per room,
in sets, or ’ranges’ of five. In-wall Room Scene
Controllers can access one of all three scene
ranges while Remote Controllers can access
one of the first two ranges. Control options may
be expanded by using multiple Room Scene
Controllers for simultaneous access to the second
and third ranges of scenes.

Operation
A Room Scene Controller provides fingertip control
of up to five ‘scenes’ (a set of light levels and fade
time information for every Miro device bound to the
Controller). Any number of Wireless Miro devices
(except House-level devices or Repeaters) can be
bound to a room scene, which has a default fade
time of two seconds. The paddle activates the userdefined on/off function and will proportionally raise
or lower room light levels. Remote Room Scene
Controllers operate exactly like In-wall Room
Scene Controllers, with the added ability to adjust
individual loads remotely using the Seek function.

Features

• No control wiring necessary
• Topdog RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional
TM

• Recalls scene information stored in Wireless
Miro load power devices
• Configuration lock prevents unwanted tampering with programmed scenes
• Long-life status LED

H27

Accesses five of up to
15 stored room scenes

www.wattstopper.com
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Applications
Room Scene Controllers are an integral part of
most Miro projects whenever multiple preset
scenes (which usually include multiple dimmers)
are required. Room Scene Controllers allow users
to activate different lighting looks at the touch of
a single button. In-wall Room Scene Controllers
are designed for placement at room entrances,
whereas a Remote Room Scene Controller provides the convenience of portable control.

• Remote Controller’s Seek button provides individual control of all connected loads in the room
• Remote Controller includes wall holder for convenient, secure storage
• Preprinted scene labels included with In-wall
Room Scene Controller
• In-wall Room Scene Controller compatible with
screwless or standard wall plates

Application
& Wiring

• MRH6: Battery powered; three alkaline AAA batteries included
DRD6 V2: 120/277 VAC; neutral required
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional
• Dimensions:
MRH6: 5.09” x 2.63” x .78” (129.3mm x 66.8mm
x 19.8mm) L x W x D; Wall Holder 3.54” x 2.65” x
1.0” (89.9mm x 67.3mm x 25.4mm) L x W x D

DRD6 V2: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.76” (67.1mm x
44.45mm x 44.7mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.5”
(38.1mm)
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Application

Wiring Diagram

NEUT
GND

Wire Legend

LINE

Ground
Neutral
Line

Room Scene Controllers at each doorway provide access to preset
scenes, allowing convenient control of all the Miro Wireless Dimmers
and Switches in the room from both locations.

Operation

In-wall Room Scene Controller

Product Controls and Operation
Scenes

Scenes

Room
on

Room
on
Room
off

Room
off

Seek button

In-wall Room Scene
Controller (with optional
screwless face plate)

Ordering
Information

Supply
Wires
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Catalog No.

Remote Room Scene
Controller

Scene Buttons
Tap any button to recall scene
Room on (top of paddle)
Tap to bring room lights on full
Press and hold to raise current scene
(or raise previous scene from off)
Room off (bottom of paddle)
Tap to fade off
Press and hold to lower current scene
Seek Button (Remote Controller only)
Press and hold to cycle room lights
Release to select light
Raise/lower paddle to adjust level

Color

Product Description		

Voltage/Power

MRH6-G

Charcoal Gray

Remote Room Scene Controller

Battery, three AAA alkaline

DRD6-A V2

Light Almond

DRD6-B V2

Black

In-wall Room Scene Controller

120/277 VAC

DRD6-I V2

Ivory

DRD6-W V2

White

Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 24103 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Decorator House Scene Controllers
Programs or recalls house
scenes, sets whole house on/off

Configuration lock prevents
tampering with programmed
scenes

Controls wireless devices over RF
network; no control wiring necessary

Battery-powered Remote
Controller or In-Wall Controller

Product
Overview

As components of a Wireless Miro lighting control
system, Wireless Miro Decorator House Scene
Controllers provide seamless, coordinated control
of selected loads throughout an installation.

Wireless Miro supports up to 10 scenes per house,
in sets, or ‘ranges’ of five. A Wireless Miro House
Scene Controller can access either range of five
scenes. Control options may be expanded by using
multiple House Scene Controller for simultaneous
access to the second range of scenes.

• No control wiring necessary
• Topdog RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional
TM

• Recalls scene information stored in Wireless
Miro load power devices
•  Emulates occupancy for security when used with
Wireless Miro Repeater
• Configuration lock prevents unwanted tampering with programmed scenes
www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

LOCATION/TYPE

Additional Scene Ranges

A House Scene Controller provides fingertip
control of the Wireless Miro devices included in five
of the 10 Miro house scenes. Scenes are recalled
using the five-button keypad. The paddle accesses
the user-defined house on/off function. A Panic
button at the bottom of the Remote House Scene
Controller activates a whole-house response,
such as flashing lights. Commonly programmed
scenes include a pathway of light throughout the
installation, a balanced look for the whole house,
an arrival scene and whole house off. By including
an MRR2-G Wireless Miro Repeater, House Scene
Controllers can also be used to emulate occupancy
when the home is unoccupied.

Features

PROJECT

Description

Operation

H29

Accesses five of up to 10
stored house scenes

• Long-life status LED

Applications
In-wall House Scene Controllers are designed for
placement near each main entrance of a home or
a business such as a restaurant. These may be
supplemented by Remote House Scene Controllers
to provide convenient, portable control. A Remote
House Scene Controller is most frequently located
at a bedside for convenient, one-touch house
control for energy savings and security.

• Panic button on Remote House Scene Controller
provides whole-house response, such as flashing lights
• Remote House Scene Controller includes wall
holder for convenient, secure storage
• Preprinted scene labels included with In-wall
House Scene Controller
• In-wall House Scene Controller compatible with
screwless or standard wall plates

Operation &
Wiring

DRD5 V2: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.76” (67.1mm x
4452mm x 44.7mm) L x W x D; depth in wall
1.50” (38.1mm)
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

• MRH5: Battery powered; three alkaline AAA batteries included
DRD5 V2: 120/277 VAC; neutral required
• 900MHz radio, bidirectional
• Dimensions:
MRH5: 5.09” x 2.63” x .78” (129.3mm x 66.8mm
x 19.8mm) L x W x D; Wall Holder 3.54” x 2.65” x
1.00” (89.9mm x 67.3mm x 25.4mm) L x W x D

Product Controls and Operation
In-wall House Scene Controller
(with optional screwless face plate)

Wiring Diagram

Remote House Scene Controller
Scenes

Scenes

NEUT
GND

House
on

House
on

Wire Legend

House
off

House
off

LINE

Ground
Neutral
Line

Supply
Wires

Panic button

In-wall House Scene Controller

Scene Buttons
Tap any button to recall scene.

House off (bottom of paddle)
Tap to fade off.

House on (top of paddle)
Tap to recall house on.

Panic button (Remote Controller only)
Press to flash selected lights.
Tap to restore normal operation.
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Specifications

Application
Example
Family Room

Master
Bedroom

Master Bath

Bedroom 4

Formal Dining
Study

Kitchen

Remote House
Scene Controller

Bathroom

Bathroom
Bedroom 3

Bedroom 2

Formal Living

Bathroom

Bathroom

HOUSE REMOTE

Entry
Laundry

House Scene Controllers are typically
used from main entrances, the master
bedroom and a central location.

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Garage

In-wall House
Scene Controller

Color

Product Description		

Voltage/Power

MRH5-G

Charcoal Gray

Remote House Scene Controller

Battery, three AAA Alkaline

DRD5-A V2

Light Almond

DRD5-B V2

Black

In-wall House Scene Controller

120/277 VAC

DRD5-I V2

Ivory

DRD5-W V2

White

Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 24003 rev. 11/2009
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Wireless Miro Key Fob
Provides access to Miro
house and room scenes
Three user-definable
scene buttons

Automatic sleep mode
extends battery life

May evoke Panic mode to
flash all or selected lights

RF signal does not require line of
sight (unlike IR devices)
PROJECT

Key Ring Holder

Product
Overview

User Selectable Operating Modes

An optional component of a Wireless Miro system,
the Key Fob is a battery-powered, three-button,
remote device, which can be used to recall lighting
scenes within the home from approximately 100
feet away. The Key Fob may be attached to a key
ring or to a car visor (clip provided).

The user can configure each Key Fob to recall
either three house level scenes, two house level
scenes plus Panic or two room level scenes and
one house level scene (see chart on back page).
Each Key Fob can be configured differently so that
users who might frequent different entrances to
the home can personalize operation.

When pressed by the user, the Key Fob buttons
recall room or house scenes or activate the Panic
feature (flashing lights). Specific button functions
are defined during system setup. The device may
be locked to prevent being inadvertently reset
to factory defaults. No auxiliary interfaces are
required. An unlimited number of Key Fobs can be
added to any existing Wireless Miro installation.

Features

Applications
The primary application for the Key Fob is to
control all or selected Wireless Miro controls from
outside the home, generally from the security of
one’s car. A typical setup would be to use button
one to create a pathway of light (for example to
the master bedroom or kitchen). Button two would
be used to turn off all but security/night lights and
button three to turn off all lights.

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Will not interfere with or be interfered with by
other RF devices

• Recalls  room or house scene information
stored in Wireless Miro load power devices

•  Compact size for easy carrying

• Configuration lock prevents unwanted or accidental setting changes
• Does not require auxiliary interface
www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

LOCATION/TYPE

Description

Operation

H31

Factory default scene settings
enable quick setup

• Includes car visor clip
• Tri-color LED communicates status

Application
Example

• Battery powered; 3V lithium battery included
• Dimensions:  
Key Fob: 2.24” x 1.41” x .73” (57mm x 36mm x
19mm) L x W x D

Visor Clip: 2.88” x 1.46 ” x 1.78” (73mm x 37mm
x 45mm) L x W x D
• Five year warranty

Convenience and Security

Family Room

Master
Bedroom

Master Bath

Bedroom 4
Formal Dining
Study
Kitchen

Bathroom

Bedroom 2

Bathroom

Bathroom
Bedroom 3

Formal Living

Bathroom

Entry

Laundry

Garage

Use the Miro Key Fob to turn lights off when leaving or to turn on a
path of lighting, both inside and outside the house, upon arrival for
security and convenience. In this example, the highlighted areas have
been illuminated by the key fob.

Mounting

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Visor Clip
Use the visor clip provided to
mount the Miro Key Fob in a
car or attach to a key ring.

Operation

Button Functions
Tap button 1, 2 or 3 to recall
the appropriate lighting level.
Button function is defined by
the selected operating mode
as shown in the chart below.

Ordering
Information
Pub. No. 24503 rev. 11/2009

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Button 1

House Scene 1

House Scene 1

Room Scene 1

Button 2

House Scene 5 (default is OFF)

House Scene 5 (default if OFF)

Room Scene 5 (default is OFF)

Button 3

House OFF

Panic

House Scene 5 (default is OFF)

Catalog No.
MKFOB

Product Description				
Wireless Miro Key Fob with Visor Clip
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Wireless Miro Repeater
Increases effective range
of wireless RF network

No control wiring

12V power supply included,
plugs into 120V outlet

Wall or table mount
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Occupancy Emulation

The Wireless Miro Repeater increases the effective
RF (radio frequency) coverage of a Wireless Miro
lighting control system network. A Repeater may
be used in larger installations or where metallic
J-boxes are used. The Repeater also stores realtime network activity in a dynamic seven-day loop,
enabling realistic occupancy emulation when the
home is unoccupied.

To activate occupancy emulation, the user presses
the Away button. After a one minute delay, the
Repeater begins to play back a seven day loop
of Wireless Miro commands. Pressing the Home
button on the Repeater, or any button on any
Wireless Miro device in the installation, will cancel
occupancy emulation.

Operation
The Miro Repeater’s power supply plugs into any
standard 120V outlet. Once the user links the
Repeater to the RF network, no further action is
needed for the Repeater to function. The Repeater
stores a seven day record of actual network traffic
to be played back when occupancy emulation is
activated. This is constantly kept up to date to
account for seasonal variations in load use.

Features

• Occupancy emulation for security
•  No control wiring necessary
• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

H33

Provides occupancy
emulation for security

www.wattstopper.com
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Applications
The Miro Repeater is designed for applications
that require an extended radio range, or where
the radio signal is inhibited by structures such as
concrete walls, or where occupancy emulation
is desired. Two repeaters will extend the typical
range from 100 to 300 feet (see diagram). It is
also recommended where load power devices
are mounted remotely from the controllers, or
are mounted in clusters of more than five or six
devices. Repeaters are typically not required for
smaller applications.

• Each Repeater increases effective RF range up
to 100 feet
•  Wireless Miro network supports up to two
Repeaters
• Long-life status LED

Controls &
Installation

• Input voltage: 12 VDC, 50 mA
• 120 VAC, 60 Hz to 12 VDC plug in adapter
provided
• Occupancy emulation
• Dimensions: 3.7” x 3.2” x .97” (94mm x 81.3mm
x 24.6mm) L x W x D

• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL listed
• Five year warranty

Product Controls

Installation

The Wireless Miro Repeater
adds occupancy emulation
functionality to a lighting
control system.

MRR2 Repeater
Power Supply

Home
Status LED

Away

The Wireless Miro Repeater easily plugs into
any standard outlet. It is best installed in a
central location.

Location &
Coverage

100 Feet

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

200 Feet
100' max

100' max

100' max

200'
The transmitting and receiving range of a
Wireless Miro network is up to 100 feet.

Adding a Repeater can extend the transmitting and
receiving range up to 200 feet.

300 Feet
100' max

100' max

100' max

300'
With two Repeaters, a Miro network can encompass up to
300 feet between the two most distant Miro devices.

Ordering
Information
Pub. No. 18203 rev. 11/2009

Catalog No.
MRR2-G

For optimal performance, Miro load power
devices should be distributed throughout
an application. If devices, typically dimmers
and/or switches, are clustered together, a
Repeater should be installed 6-10’ away from
the cluster, or clusters. A cluster should not
exceed 10 devices. See ClusteringTechNote at
www.wattstopper.com for more information
(http://www.wattstopper.com/getdoc/2414/
ClusteringTechNote.pdf, or search on
“clustering.”

Color

Product Description

Voltage

Charcoal Gray

Wireless Repeater with power supply

www.wattstopper.com | 8 0 0 . 8 7 9 . 8 5 8 5
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Wireless Miro Scene Interfaces
Available for room or
house level control

Enables external devices to
evoke Miro scenes

Interfaces occupancy sensors,
security systems, BMS and time
clocks to Wireless RF network

Accepts momentary or
maintained contact inputs

24V power supply included,
plugs into 120V outlet

Three inputs access up to
six functions
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Room and House Interfaces

Miro Scene Interfaces enable Wireless Miro networks to accept inputs from external systems.
These can include home automation, BAS and
alarm systems as well as devices such as garage
door openers, occupancy sensors, daylighting
controllers or time clocks. Models are available to
control room scenes or house scenes.

Specify a Room Scene Interface where recall
of room scenes is desired and a House Scene
Interface where recall of house scenes is desired.
Each provides modes for maintained or momentary contact closures, source terminals to power
external equipment (24 VDC,150 mA) and three
inputs accessing up to six functions.

Operation

Applications

The Room and House Scene Interfaces evoke
preset scenes in response to signals applied to
one of the three input terminals. For instance, a
common application would involve connecting a
Room Scene Interface terminal to a Time Clock.
Activating the Time Clock would engage the relay,
evoking the scene a user programmed via a Room
Scene Controller.

Scene Interfaces allow the Miro network and
other automation devices, such as time clocks and
motion sensors, to be interfaced to one another.
Installation of a time clock will recall desired
scenes according to a preset schedule. Interfacing
an occupancy sensor and a Scene Interface
typically recalls a set scene when the sensor is
activated, but an occupancy sensor may be wired
for manual-on operation.

Users may install a Scene Interface at any point in
a Miro network, although the best location would
be in proximity to the system supplying the input.

Features

• Wireless Miro network supports an unlimited
number of Scene Interfaces

•  Three inputs accessing up to six functions

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• 2-wire contact closure connection from other
control systems or devices

•  No network control wiring necessary
•  Two operating modes (maintained or momentary type inputs)

H35
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• 24 VDC, 200 mA power supply included

• Source terminals to power external equipment
(24 VDC,150mA)
• Long-life status LED

Controls &
Operating
Modes

• Operating voltage: 12-24 VDC, 200 mA
• 120 VAC, 60 Hz to 24 VDC plug in adapter
provided
• Output voltage: 24 VDC, 150mA
• Removable screw terminals

• Dimensions: 3.7” x 3.2” x .97” (94mm x 81.3mm
x 24.6mm) L x W x D
• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL listed
• Five year warranty

Product Controls

Removable
Terminal
Block

Wireless Miro Scene Interfaces
provide an interface between the
RF network and other automation
devices. Typically, a module will be
located near the external device
(i.e., time clock) with which it is
interfaced.

Power Supply

House or Room
Scene Interface

Status LED

Multiple Miro Scene Interface
modules may be used in a Miro
network.

Mode A
Interface Terminal

Wiring

MRHC3

Mode B
MRRC3

House Scene 6

Room Scene 6

House Scene 6
House Scene 7

Room Scene 6
Room Scene 7

Input 2

House Scene 8

Room Scene 8

House Scene 8
House Scene 9

Room Scene 8
Room Scene 9

Input 3
(always requires
maintained signal)

House On
House Off

Room On
Room Off

Scene Inhibit
Scene Active

Panic On
Panic Off

Typical Wiring Diagrams

Motion
Sensor

24VDC Out.

Ground

Ground

COM

Input 1

NO

Input 2

Room or House
Scene Interface

Three-wire sensor connected to a Scene
Interface.
Power

Optional

4-Channel
Garage
Door
Control

COM
1 NO
NC
COM
2 NO
NC
COM
3 NO
NC
COM
4 NO
NC

24VDC Out.

Home

Input 1

Away
DOOR(1)
DOOR(2)

Color

Red-2
Orn-3
Any 8
Wire
Sensor

Ylw-4
Grn-5
Blu-6
Vio-7
Gry-8

150ma max.

Ground
Input 1
Input 2

Control Output
Common
Light Level Output
+24VDC

Input 3

Room or House
Scene Interface

Common

Eight-wire occupancy sensor connected to a
Scene Interface and wired for energy-saving
manual-on control.
Time Clock

Power

24VDC Out.
150ma max.

Ground

Ground

Input 2

COM

Input 1

Input 3

NO

Input 2
Input 3

Room or House
Scene Interface

Garage door opener connected to a Scene
Interface.
Catalog No.

Brn-1

24VDC Out.

Normally Closed
Common
Normally Open

150ma max.

Ground

Ground

3/#18

Isolated Relay

150ma max.

Input 3

Pub. No. 21503 rev. 11/2009

MRRC3

Input 1

Power

Ordering
Information

MRHC3

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Product Description

Room or House
Scene Interface

Time clock connected to a Scene Interface.

		

MRHC3-G

Charcoal Gray

House Scene Interface with power supply

MRRC3-G

Charcoal Gray

Room Scene Interface with power supply

Contact Closure Inputs
Limited low voltage (3-24VDC)

www.wattstopper.com | 8 0 0 . 8 7 9 . 8 5 8 5
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Wireless Miro IR Interface
Integrates IR systems with RF
network for lighting control via
universal IR remote

Industry standard 36KHz
infrared (IR) frequency

12V power supply included,
plugs into 120V outlet

Includes teaching remote for
programming of other universal
remotes

3.5mm jack to support
optional external IR sensor
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

IR Remote Options

An optional component of a Wireless Miro lighting control system, the IR Interface is a house or
room scene controller that works with external
IR systems or components to integrate lighting
control with other automation systems, such as
AV systems, whole house audio or home theater
systems.

The included programming remote may be used to
directly control the MRIR1 or to teach a user-supplied learning remote its IR codes. This allows the
preferred IR remote to evoke Miro house and room
scenes and also control AV components.

Features

The MRIR1 IR Interface accepts IR data via an
internal IR sensor, or an external IR sensor
connected to a 3.5mm jack, and then transmits
control signals to the appropriate devices on the
Wireless Miro network. The interface is supplied
with an external 12V power supply as well as a
programming remote.

•  No control wiring necessary

• Power failure restore to last-used scene

•  TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Tri-color LED on interface communicates status

• Pre-configured IR codes for all 10 house
scenes, 15 room scenes and ON and OFF
scenes

• Supplied with 12V power supply

• Supports proportional ramping
• May evoke Panic mode to flash all or selected
lights

www.wattstopper.com
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Applications
Select a Miro IR Interface to enable a single
universal remote to control lighting in addition to
other automation systems. The interface allows
users to create a realistic theater experience, by
simply pressing a single button to start a movie
while gradually dimming the lights, all from the
convenience of a favorite chair. Similarly, users
can simultaneously pause the movie and slowly
raise the lights via a single touch.

Operation

H37

Controls any room or house
scenes and on and off

• LED on remote shows battery status
• Designed for wall mounting or surface placement

Installation

• Input voltage:
MRIR1 Interface: 12VDC, 50mA; 120 VAC, 60Hz
to 12 VDC plug in adapter provided
IR Programming Remote: Battery powered;
battery included
• IR Frequency: 36KHz
• Control Inputs: Internal IR receiver, 3.5mm jack
for connection to optional external IR sensor or
IR repeater system

• Dimensions:
MRIR1 Interface: 3.7” x 3.2” x .97” (94mm x
81.3mm x 24.6mm) L x W x D
IR Programming Remote: 3.8” x 2.1” x .25”
(97mm x 53mm x 6.4mm ) L x W x D
• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Location and Wiring
Locate the MRIR1 away from devices that may
cause radio frequency interference or block
radio reception such as TV sets, computers,
refrigerators, microwave ovens, range hoods,
safes, etc.

Status LED
Green
Yellow (amber)
Red

Internal
IR Receiver

The infrared receiver must have a clear line of
sight to the areas where the IR remote control
will be operated.

Binding Buttons

Jack for
External IR Receiver

Power Supply Jack

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Power Supply
Status LED

The MRIR1 may be wall mounted or placed on a
flat surface. Plug power supply into jack and into
outlet. If an external IR receiver (by others) is
used, plug into IR jack.

Operation

Programming Remote Controls

Off
Mode:
House
or
Room

OFF

On

House

1

2

3

Room

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Panic

Fade

Fade

Ordering
Information

Pub. No. 23903 rev. 11/2009

Catalog No.
MRIR1

On
Scene
Number
Buttons
Fade Down
Panic
Fade Up

Product Description
Wireless Miro IR Interface with programming remote and power supply
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Wireless Miro RS232 Serial Interface
Accepts ASCII commands
via RS-232 signal

Interfaces automation systems to
Wireless Miro RF network

Allows access to all Wireless
Miro devices on the RF network

Compatible with PC-based controllers
including security and AV systems

9V power supply included, plugs
into 120V outlet
DB9 port for serial connection
to control system

PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Features

Description

Communication Protocol

The Wireless Miro RS232 Serial Interface provides
convenient interconnectivity between a Wireless
Miro lighting control system and other automation
systems, such as multimedia and home theater
controls. With the Interface, users can transmit
control commands to the RF network via most
automation system devices.

The Miro MR232 communicates via standard
RS-232 serial communication protocol at a 38.4K
baud rate. Easy-to-understand text (ASCII) commands are sent to the Miro communication
network through the proprietary Topdog 900MHz
bidirectional RF system.

Operation

Applications

The Miro RS232 Serial Interface easily installs,
plugging into any standard outlet and an automation controller or PC through an industry-standard
DB9 port. Once the user links the device to the
RF network, it can be interfaced with the automation control system. To set up the interface and
identify the available control points, the Serial
Interface is accessed through any PC running a
terminal emulator. These control points can then
be programmed into the automation system(s)
for a seamless control environment between the
Wireless Miro network and other automation
system(s).

Use the MR232 whenever RS232 communication with an external control system is required.
Primary applications include controlling Wireless
Miro lighting control devices along with HVAC,
security or home theater systems via conveniently
located keypads or touch screens.

• TopdogTM RF (radio frequency) communication
protocol; 900MHz, bidirectional

• Communicates via standard ASCII                 
communication protocol

• Compatible with RS232 standard

• 38.4Kbd baud rate
• Long-life status LED
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Controls &
Connections

• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

• Input voltage: 9-12 VDC, 50 mA
• 120 VAC, 60 Hz to 9 VDC plug in adapter
provided
• Output 9 VDC, 50 mA
• Dimensions: 3.7” x 3.2” x .97” (94mm x 81.3mm
x 24.6mm) L x W x D

Product Controls

To Control System
MR232
Network Controller
RS232
Serial Cable

Status LED
• green
• yellow
• red

Power Supply

Status LED

DB9
RS232
Port

Top button
Bottom button
Press both
simultaneously
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Specifications

Connection

5=Ground
3=RX
2=TX
RS232 Port
on MR232

Ordering
Information

Pub. No. 19902 rev. 11/2009

Catalog No.
MR232-G

5

3

4
9

8

5

1

2
7

5=Ground
3=TX
2=RX

6

2

3

4
9

8

7

1
6

Color

Product Description

Charcoal Gray

RS232 Serial Interface with power supply

RS232 Port
on automation
system control
terminal
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MSC-100 Astronomic Time Clock

Advanced holiday
scheduling capability

Connects to Room and
House Scene Interfaces

LCD display screen

Automatic daylight savings
time adjustment
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Features

Description

Programming

WattStopper’s MSC-100 Astronomic Time Clock
is a five-channel clock used for fully automating
a Wireless Miro lighting control system. It offers
simple programming, yet advanced control features. The Time Clock is used with at least one
Wireless Miro Scene Interfaces.

Programming the MSC-100 is easy. Users simply
complete fill-in-the-blank prompts on the device
keypad and can follow along on the LCD screen.
Each clock channel can be programmed independently. All programming is securely stored in
non-volatile memory.

Operation

Applications

The MSC-100 provides ON/OFF control signals
based on time of day, day of week, holiday, and calculated sunrise/sunset (astronomic) time. Control
signals are transmitted via hardwire connection
to relay channels, giving the clock the ability to
work in a range of applications from simple to
complex. Clock schedules are programmed events
that command channels on or off. Each schedule
is assigned a number, type, time of day, channel,
day, and may include other information for specific
clock event operation. Schedules can be assigned
to operate any combination of days or holiday
types.

When used in conjunction with Wireless Miro lighting controls, one MSC-100 will support connection
to up to two Scene Interfaces, depending on the
number of scenes required. Unused channels can
be used to control third-party devices such as
fountains or sprinklers.

• Single date, perpetual date, perpetual day of
week and perpetual Easter holidays

• Duration time scheduling from 1 second to 18
hours

• 32 holidays, each up to 120 days with three
holiday schedule types

• Continually self-adjusting astronomic control
based on sunrise and sunset times

• Temporary schedules that execute once then
self-delete

• Astronomic offset +/- 120 minutes

• Repeating schedule 5 minutes to 10 hours

• Selectable 12- or 24-hour format

• 120 schedules assignable to one or more
weekday or holiday
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Multiple control channels

Provides time-scheduled control
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• Manual ON/OFF override from keypad
• Adjustable channel stagger from 1-60 seconds

System Layout
& Wiring

• Power-up sequence, executes missed schedules
following power outage
• Dimensions: 3.6” x 6.7” x 1.3” (91.4mm x
177.8mm x 33mm) L x W x D
• FCC compliant; CE certified
• One year warranty

• Input voltage: 24 VAC or 24 VDC
• Five normally open isolated relays rated 1 amp
24 VAC/VDC, assigned to channels 1-5
• Battery backed clock operation for up to 8 years
• Non-volatile program memory storage

MSC-100 Controls & Wiring

miro
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Specifications

MRRC3

Room Scene Interface

88T9
Appliance
Control

All wiring
Class 2
05810r1

50 ma max.

UL US

LISTED

Ground
Input 1
Input 2
Input 3

C

24VDC Out.

FCC ID: Q4B-TDREP
12-24VDC 200 mA maximum

MSC-100
In 4
In 3
In 2
Prn
Prn
Prn

NOT
USED

UP/
ON

Power
Service
Comm
Error

Prn
Tx
Rx
Net A

DOWN/
OFF

MENU

Net B

PREV.

Plug-In
Port

NEXT

ENTER

Com 5
Com 4
Com 3
Com 2
Com 1
Cnl 5
Cnl 4
Cnl 3
Cnl 2
Cnl 1
Pwr
Pwr +
Expansion
Port

3/#20

The MSC-100 Time Clock interfaces to the Wireless Miro RF network
through a Miro Room or House Scene Interface. The Scene Interface
supplies 24 VDC to power the Time Clock. Wiring shown is typical for
one channel.

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.
MSC-100

5-channel astronomic time clock

Works in conjunction with:

Catalog No.

Pub. No. 22402 rev. 11/2009

Product Description

Description

MRHC3

House Scene Interface

MRRC3

Room Scene Interface
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Selected load power devices are available in Miro styling without
RF capability. Use these products for applications where scene
control or one-touch system control is not needed.

Dimmers
 Exclusive Universal Dimmers operate most dimmable load types
(incandescent, MLV, ELV, neon/cold cathode, fluorescent, LED)
 Two-wire Dimmer for incandescent loads
 Soft start extends lamp life
 Preset recalls last lighting level
 Self-diagnostic identifies overload and short circuit

W i r e l e ss L i ght i ng controls

Wired (non-RF) dimmers
and controllers

 LED locator light

Fan Controller
 4 preset speeds plus off
 De-humming circuitry

Multilocation Controller
 Provides wired remote control for Dimmers or Fan Controller
from any number of locations

0-10V Controller
 Controls 0-10V fluorescents and LEDs, or line voltage shade
motors, from a single location
 Occupancy sensor input for energy-saving lighting control
Screwless wall plates in white, ivory, light almond and black are
available to complement any decorator style wall box devices
including wireless and wired Miro products.

H44
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Miro Decorator Universal Dimmers and Wired
Multilocation Controller
Industry-exclusive universal
dimmers control most load types

Last level recall

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates

Multilocation Controller provides
full-function control from additional
locations
Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Fluorescent Mode

Miro Decorator Universal Dimmers provide full
range dimming of most dimmable lighting loads.
They drive incandescent, magnetic low voltage,
electronic low voltage (forward phase compatible),
neon and cold-cathode, and dimmable two-wire
linear and compact fluorescent (Advance Mark 10
or equivalent) loads. They also operate selected
LED loads (contact the manufacturer to determine
compatibility). Multilocation controllers provide
convenient, easy-to-wire multi-way control. All
devices feature decorator styling identical to
Wireless Miro Decorator devices.

Universal Dimmers have two dimming curves,
square law (default) and fluorescent, so that
various loads on different dimmers will perform
similarly. Fluorescent dimming is smooth, with
a typical low level of approximately 5% (consult
ballast manufacturer for specifics).

Operation
Users operate Miro dimmers by pressing up
or down on the paddle to raise or lower light
levels. They may also recall the preset light level
by tapping once on the paddle. Multilocation
Controller operation is identical to dimmer
operation.

Features

Universal Dimmers offer a single product solution
for multiple dimming requirements. They are
recommended as stand-alone replacements for
single-pole light switches for all commercial,
hospitality and residential applications, except
those without a neutral wire at the dimmer
location. Multilocation Controllers allow full
control of dimmers from additional locations and
are connected to dimmers by a traveler wire.
Any number of Multilocation Controllers may be
connected to a dimmer.

•   Patented overload and short-circuit protection

• Square law or fluorescent dimming curve

• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current

• Recalls last used lighting level (preset)
• Two-second fade rate

www.wattstopper.com
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Applications

•  Universal Dimmers are compatible with most
load types
• Multilocation Controllers provide full control of
Dimmers or Fan Controllers
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Optional fluorescent mode activates
second dimming curve

• Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping

• Long life status LED
• Power failure restore to last-used level
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Dimmer
Ratings

• 120 VAC; neutral required for dimmers
• Minimum load on dimmers: 25 watts
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• Dimensions:  
DCD267 and DCD270: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98”

(67.1mm x 44.5mm x 50.3mm) L x W x D; depth
in wall 1.65” (41.9mm)
DCD68: 2.64” x 1.75”x 1.76” (67.1mm x 44.5mm x
54.6mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.50” (38.1mm)
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Dimmer derating

The maximum load for each dimmer is determined by the type of load and the presence of other dimmers, or fan controllers,
in a multi-gang installation. Limit loads on dimmers as shown below. Do not mix different load types on one dimmer.
600 watt dimmers

Wiring &
Operation

Plastic or metal back box

Load Type

Single Dimmer

Dimmer at end
of multi-gang

Dimmer in middle
of multi-gang

Incandescent/quartz halogen

600W

500W

400W

ELV (forward phase compatible), MLV, cold cathode/neon, twowire fluorescent (Advance Mark 10 or equivalent)

500W

400W

300W

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Dimmer Wired to Optional Multilocation Controller
Connect traveler wire (red) between the
REMOTE terminals on each device in the circuit.
Max. traveler wire 200' (60m).

Load
Wires

REMOTE

REMOTE

1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = raise light level

1(87
MCD267
DCD267
DIMMER
Dimmer

/2$'

*1'

12AWG
or
14AWG
between
Miro
devices

Wire Legend

Catalog No.

*1'

/,1(

Traveler
Ground
Neutral
Line

Ordering
Information

MCD68
DCD68
Multilocation
Multilocation
Controller
Controller

Supply
Wires

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold = reduce light level

Mounting in a
deep electrical box
is recommended
but not required

Color

Product Description			

Voltage

Min Load Max Load

DCD267-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Universal Dimmer

120 VAC

25W

600W*

DCD267-B

Black

DCD267-I

Ivory

DCD267-W

White

DCD68-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Multilocation Controller

120 VAC

N/A

N/A

DCD68-B

Black

DCD68-I

Ivory

DCD68-W

White

*Subject to derating when more than 1 dimmer is ganged together or when using non-incandescent load types.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 24603 rev. 11/2009
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Miro Decorator Two-wire Dimmer and Wired
Multilocation Controller
No neutral connection required;
controls incandescent loads

Last level recall

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates

Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Full-function Multi-way Control

Miro Decorator Two-wire Dimmers provide
full range dimming of incandescent and quartz
halogen lighting loads. Multilocation Controllers
provide convenient, easy-to-wire multi-way
control. All devices feature decorator styling
identical to Wireless Miro Decorator devices.

Multilocation Controllers allow full control of
dimmers from additional locations and are
connected to dimmers by a traveler wire. Any
number of Multilocation Controllers may be
connected to a dimmer.

Operation
Users operate Miro dimmers by pressing up
or down on the paddle to raise or lower light
levels. They may also recall the preset light level
by tapping once on the paddle. Multilocation
Controller operation is identical to dimmer
operation.

Features

Dimmers may be used as stand-alone
replacements for single-pole light switches.
Two-wire Dimmers are recommended for retrofit
applications where no neutral wire is available in
the switch box.

•   Patented overload and short-circuit protection

• Square law dimming curve

• Soft start technology significantly extends lamp
life by limiting inrush current

• Recalls last used lighting level (preset)
• Two-second fade rate

www.wattstopper.com
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Applications

•  Two-wire Dimmers are compatible with
incandescent and quartz halogen loads
• Multilocation Controllers provide full control of
Dimmers or Fan Controllers

H47

Multilocation Controller provides
full-function control from additional
locations

• Air-gap switch ensures safe relamping

• Long life status LED
• Power failure restore to last-used level
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Dimmer
Ratings

Dimmer derating

The maximum load for each dimmer is determined by the presence of other dimmers, or fan controllers,
in a multi-gang installation. Limit loads on DCD26 dimmers as shown below.
600 watt dimmers

Wiring &
Operation

• Dimensions:  
DCD26: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98” (67.1mm x 44.5mm x
50.3mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.65” (41.9mm)
DCD68: 2.64” x 1.75”x 1.76” (67.1mm x 44.5mm x
54.6mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.50” (38.1mm)
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

• 120 VAC; no neutral required
• Minimum load on dimmer: 60 watts
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing

Plastic or metal back box

Load Type

Single Dimmer

Dimmer at end of
multi-gang

Dimmer in middle
of multi-gang

Incandescent/quartz halogen

600W

500W

400W

Wiring Diagrams
Load
Wires

DCD26
Dimmer

/2$'

Connect traveler wire (red) between the
REMOTE terminals on each device in the circuit.
Max. traveler wire 200' (60m).

MCD26
DCD26
DIMMER
Dimmer

/,1(
Wire Legend
Ground
Line

Mounting in a deep electrical
box is recommended but not
required

REMOTE

REMOTE

*1'

/2$'

*1'

DCD68
MCD68
Multilocation
Multilocation
Controller
Controller

*1'

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

/,1(

Wire Legend
Traveler
Ground
Neutral
Line

12AWG
or
14AWG
between
Miro
devices

Supply
Wires

Wiring to optional DCD68 Multilocation Controller

Product Controls
1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = raise light level

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold = reduce light level

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description			

Voltage

Min Load Max Load

DCD26-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Two-wire Dimmer

120 VAC

60W

600W*

DCD26-B

Black

DCD26-I

Ivory

DCD26-W

White

DCD68-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Multilocation Controller

120 VAC

N/A

N/A

DCD68-B

Black

DCD68-I

Ivory

DCD68-W

White

*Subject to derating when more than 1 dimmer is ganged together.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 33601 rev. 11/2009
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Miro Decorator Fan Controller and Wired
Multilocation Controller

Factory preset with four
speeds plus off
Silent or ‘de-humming’ technology for
buzz-free fan control operation

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates
PROJECT

LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Multi-way Control

Miro Decorator Fan Controllers provide speed
control for one or two ceiling fans. Multilocation
Controllers provide convenient, easy-to-wire
multi-way control. All devices feature decorator
styling identical to Wireless Miro Decorator
devices.

Multilocation Controllers allow full control of fans
from additional locations and are connected to
fan controllers by a traveler wire. Any number of
Multilocation Controllers may be connected to a
fan controller.

Operation
A Miro Fan Controller can operate two ceiling
fans from a single location. Fan speed may be
increased or decreased by pressing up or down on
the paddle, or by tapping one of five preset pushbuttons that provide four speed choices ranging
from 25-100% and OFF. The previously preset
fan speed may be recalled by tapping once on the
paddle. Users may also turn fans ON and OFF or
adjust fan speed from Multilocation Controllers.

Features

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

Applications
The Fan Controller is exclusively designed for use
with ceiling fans and should not be used to control:
lighting, receptacles or transformer-operated
devices; a fan and a light wired together on the
same load wire or in the same circuit as a GFCI
breaker or receptacle; or a fan that requires the
manufacturer’s fan speed controller.

•  Fan Controller operates two ceiling fans

• Recalls last used speed (preset)

• Silent or ‘de-humming’ technology for buzz-free
operation

•   Patented overload and short-circuit protection

• Air-gap switch for safety

• Power failure restore to last-used speed

• Multilocation controllers provide full control of
Dimmers or Fan Controllers

H49

Multilocation Controller provides
on/off and speed control from
additional locations

Controls one or two
ceiling fans

• Long life status LED
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Wiring

• 120 VAC; neutral required for DCF8
• Operating Conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non-condensing
• Dimensions:  
DCF8: 2.64”L x 1.75”W x 2.17”D (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 55.2mm; D 47.2mm) L x W x D; depth
in wall 1.86” (47.2mm)

DCD68: 2.64” x 1.75”x 1.76” (67.1mm x 44.5mm x
54.6mm) L x W x D; depth in wall 1.50” (38.1mm)
• UL and cUL listed
• Five year warranty

Wiring Diagrams
Connect traveler wire (red) between the
REMOTE terminals on each device in the circuit.
Max. traveler wire 200' (60m).

Load
Wires

NEUT

REMOTE

REMOTE

1(87

GND

DCD267
Dimmer

DCDF8
FAN Control

MCD267
DCDF8
FAN Control
DIMMER

LINE

LOAD

/2$'

*1'

*1'

DCD68
MCD68

Multilocation

Multilocation
Controller
Controller

/,1(

Wire Legend
Ground
Neutral
Line

Mounting in a deep electrical
box is recommended but not
required

Wire Legend
Traveler
Ground
Neutral
Line

12AWG
or
14AWG
between
Miro
devices

Supply
Wires
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Specifications

Wiring to optional DCD68 Multilocation Controller

Operation

Fan Controller

Multilocation Controller

Speed up
100%
50%

1 tap = last used speed
2 taps = full output
Press and hold = increase speed

75%
25%

OFF

1 tap = fade to OFF
Press and hold = decrease speed

Slow down

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

Product Description			

Voltage

Min Load Max Load

DCF8-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Fan Controller

120 VAC

N/A

1.5A

DCF8-B

Black

DCF8-I

Ivory

DCF8-W

White

DCD68-A

Light Almond

Miro Decorator Multilocation Controller

120 VAC

N/A

N/A

DCD68-B

Black

DCD68-I

Ivory

DCD68-W

White

Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 33701 rev. 11/2009
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Miro Decorator 0-10V Controller
Controls 0-10VDC lighting
loads or line voltage shades

Input for optional occupancy
sensor or photosensor

Last level recall

Wired preset device complements
Wireless Miro products

Decorator styling compatible
with screwless or standard
wall plates
PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Code-compliant Fluorescent Dimming

The Miro 0-10V Controller is a low voltage (Class
2) device with two field-selectable modes of
operation. In dimming mode, it provides a nominal
0-10VDC signal to smoothly dim up to 100 DC
controlled fluorescent dimming ballasts (Advance
Mark 7, or equivalent) or compatible LED systems.
In shade control mode, it controls line voltage
shade motors (Somfy, or equivalent). Auxiliary
power pack(s) are required. Controller includes a
sensor input for automatic operation.

Fluorescent dimming is smooth, with a typical
low level of approximately 5% (consult ballast
manufacturer for specifics). When the Controller
signal output drops to 0, the auxiliary relay
(WattStopper power pack) will turn the controlled
fixtures off after one to two seconds.

Operation
Users operate the 0-10V Controller by pressing up
or down on the paddle to raise or lower light level
or shade position. They may also recall the preset
level by tapping the paddle. If installed, sensors
will fade lights on to the preset level and fade off,
based on occupancy.

Features

www.wattstopper.com
800.879.8585

For code-compliant automatic-off lighting control,
an occupancy sensor input may be wired to the
controller. Both the sensor and the Controller may
be powered from a single power pack. Lighting will
fade on when the sensor detects occupancy and off
after the space has been vacated.

Applications
Common applications include restaurants, offices,
conference and meeting spaces, training centers
and specialty stores where load control is required
from a single location. For applications requiring
control from multiple locations, use the Wireless
Miro Decorator 0-10V Controller and Multilocation
Controller(s) and/or Scene Controller(s).

• Sinks up to 50mA, to control up to 100 ballasts
wired in parallel (each ballast sourcing 0.5mA)

• Recalls last-used light level (preset)

• Controls two external maintained relays

• Power failure restore to last-used level

• May be used for on/off lighting control

H51

Long-life status LED

• Two-second fade rate
• Compatible with decorator wall plates

Installation &
Operation

• Input voltage: 24VDC, 35mA
• Control output for 0-10VDC ballasts:
Sinks up to 50mA; maximum voltage, 9.5VDC,
minimum voltage, 0.5VDC
• Two outputs for external maintained relays

• Dimensions: 2.64” x 1.75” x 1.98” (67.1mm x
44.5mm x 50.3mm) L x W x D; depth in wall
1.65” (41.9mm)
• Operating conditions: for indoor use only;
32-104°F (0-40°C); 0-80% RH, non condensing
• UL and cUL listing pending
• Five year warranty

w i r e l e ss l i ght i ng controls

Specifications

Wiring
Line

Line

Feed Through

Neutral

BZ
POWER
PACK

0-10V
DIMMING
BALLAST

White (Neutral)
Red (Load)

COMMON
0-10v
Red

Gray

Red

Gray

Black

BALLAST

Black

BALLAST

Red

24VDC

24VDC
Black

COMMON

Black
Blue

DCLV1

EXT RELAY 1

Blue

EXT RELAY 1

Red

Red

Red

0-10V

Blue

White

Violet
Violet

SENSOR

Blue
Blue

BZ
POWER
PACK

COMMON

Black

Feed Through

Neutral

DCLV1

GROUND

COMMON
OUTPUT
24VDC
COM

24VDC
SENSOR

GROUND

Wiring for on/off control of ballasts or other loads

Wiring for dimming control of 0-10V ballasts and
optional occupancy sensor
Line

Feed Through

Neutral

Li

Product Controls

A120C-P (Black)
S120E-P (Red)
Supply Line (Black)

See line voltage detail
A120C-P
Power Pack
(Master)

1 tap = last used level
2 taps = full output
press and hold = raise level

ROLLER SHADE

A120C-P
Power Pack
(Master)

S120/277/347E-P
Slave Pack
Red

Blue

Black

Red

Blue

White
24VDC

Black

1 tap = fade to OFF
press and hold = reduce level

Black
Blue
Yellow

COMMON
EXT RELAY 1
COMMON

DCLV1

A120C-P (White)
Supply Line (White)
Roller Shade (White)

A12
Rolle

EXT RELAY 2
GROUND

Wiring for control of MechoShade / Somfy motorized roller shades

Ordering
Information

Catalog No.

Color

DCLV1-A

Light Almond

DCLV1-B

Black

DCLV1-I

Ivory

DCLV1-W

White

Product Description

Miro Decorator 0-10V Controller

Input Voltage

24VDC

NOTE: Must order power packs separately. Available in 120V or 277V.
Order wall plates separately.

Pub. No. 27501 rev. 11/2009
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Screwless Decorator Wall Plates
Available in 1-6 gang
configurations

Screwless styling enhances
wall plate aesthetics

Easy installation eliminates
half the mounting screws of
conventional plates

Four finishes match Miro
decorator devices

PROJECT
LOCATION/TYPE

Product
Overview

Description

Dimensions

Screwless Decorator Wall Plates are an optional
component of any installation of decorator style
wall box devices. Featuring conventional decorator
styling, they provide screwless surfaces and finishes that match Miro decorator devices.

1-Gang: 4.87”L x 3.10”W (124mm x 78.7mm)
2-Gang: 4.87”L x 4.91”W (124mm x 125mm)
3-Gang: 4.87”L x 6.72”W (124mm x 171mm)
4-Gang: 4.87”L x 8.54”W (124mm x 217mm)
5-Gang: 4.87”L x 10.35”W (124mm x 263mm)
6-Gang: 4.87”L x 12.16”W (124mm x 305mm)

Operation
Screwless Decorator Wall Plates consist of a
robust plated steel subframe, used to mount and
align the decorator devices, and a decorative cover
plate. The subframe is sandwiched between the
device(s) and the wall, providing a firm base (no
floaters) and accurate alignment with the cover
plate. Screwless plates snap on to the subframe.

Mounting Diagram

Subframe
Decorator Device

Screwless Decorator Wall Plate

Ordering
Information

H53
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White
Ivory
Lt. Almond
Black
			
					
1-Gang Plate
DPP1-W
DPP1-I	
DPP1-A
DPP1-B
2-Gang Plate
DPP2-W
DPP2-I	
DPP2-A
DPP2-B
3-Gang Plate
DPP3-W
DPP3-I	
DPP3-A
DPP3-B
4-Gang Plate
DPP4-W
DPP4-I	
DPP4-A
DPP4-B
5-Gang Plate
DPP5-W
DPP5-I	
DPP5-A
DPP5-B
6-Gang Plate
DPP6-W
DPP6-I	
DPP6-A
DPP6-B

Pub. No. 24203 rev. 11/2009
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